CHAPTER IV
CLOSING

In this chapter will be present the conclusion and suggestion for the study. That is related to the research finding.

4.1 Conclusion

After the analyzing, the writer makes the conclusion from this research. The writer wants describe slang word are used by Cody Simpson song’s lyrics and kind of slang word that used in Cody Simpson song’s lyric then related them to Narcissism, Mood and Love. Based on my assumption and after analyzing in chapter 3. It can be concluded that slangs is used in Cody Simpson lyrics; fresh and creative, flippant, blending, acronym and clipping

**Fresh and Creative** mean that slang language has very new vocabulary, informal variety, cleverest, imagination, and it can be an up to date words. The term *baby, hottie, guys, damn, and homies* are fresh and creative slang. **Flippant** means that slang language made by two words or more which the word composed not correlated with the denotative meaning. The term *sake, summer love, take a break, wild one, bitch, jam it out, what’s up?, fingertips, smooth talker, and T-Pain* is Flippant slang. **Blending** is one of slang formation process that created by two words. Typically, the beginning of word is joined to the end of the other word. The term *a’int, gonna, wanna, outta, gotta, brotha,* and *kinda* is Blending slang. **Acronym** are formed by taking the initial sounds (or letters) of words of phrase and uniting them into a combination. The term *PDA* and *JT song* is Acronym slang. **Clipping** is one of slang word formation that is former by shortening the word. Clipping may occur in front or back part of a word. ThAAe term *beggin’, chillin’, buggin’, feelin’ empty, cause, ya, tryin’, talkin’ bad, cos, lookin’, sayin’, starin’, ‘round, ‘em, and doin* is clipping slang.

The writer also determines the slang meanings of the slang words these are used in Cody Simpson song’s lyrics and analyzes them to see their relation to narcissism, mood and love. Those are:
The term *wild one, guys* and *hottie* have a slang meaning as narcissism. The term *beggin’, sake, take a break, feelin’ empty, damn, bitch, jam it out, chillin’, buggin* have a slang meaning as mood. The term *PDA, baby* and *summer love* have a slang meaning as love.

There are many slang word can be analyzed by another researcher, such as slang word that find in novel, conversation every day, and are use in community. The writer suggests other researchers to conduct other researches about this topic in different aspect such as to compare the usage between English and American in using the slang language. The writer hopes this study give benefit to the other researcher, especially to student in English department faculty of letters and humanities state Darma Persada University Jakarta.